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Note that this exercise has several pages!

Please return the solution to this bonus exercise by email at latest on Monday,
December 16, 2013. There will be no exercise sessions, so you have to work by
yourself. However, this exercise is bonus mateiral in the sense that you can get
grade 5 from the course by completing only Exercises 1–5. Any points earned from
Exercise 6 will be counted in your advantage.

Download the file radiosity5.m from the course website. Modify line 8 so that it
reads

n = 10;

and run the file in Matlab. You should see something like this (you might need to
rotate the image first):

If your computer can manage it, rerun the file with line 8 reading

n = 40;

Then the file should give an image like this:



1. Modify the parameters rho, cut param and gammacorr so that you get the
most pleasing lighting in your opinion. Include the picture of the room and
the optimal parameter values in your answer. Use as large value for n as is
reasonably possible with your computer.

2. (a) Add a vertical wall such as shown here:

(b) Divide the extra wall into patches of the same size than the other walls.
Draw the new wall with neutral gray color [.5 .5 .5].

(c) Color the two sides of the extra wall with a different color. Do this
for example drawing two patches corresponding to each patch in (b),
separated by a small difference in their x-coordinates.

3. Add an extra lamp to one of the walls of the room (no extra wall as in Exercise
2 needed here). Compute the lighting and show the image of the room in your
answer.

4. (This one involves a lot of work!)

(a) Take the room with (two-sided) extra wall from Exercise 2(c) and com-
pute the lighting using radiosity. Take special care in checking when
patches cannot “see” each other because of the extra wall. Show the
resulting image in your answer.

(b) Continue (a) by adding the extra lamp of Exercise ?? to the room. Show
the resulting image in your answer.


